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Background 

1.1 Community Well-Being and Resilience 

 

The term ‘well-being’ has historically been linked to health and welfare and as such failed to acknowledge 

those factors that can affect well-being such as: housing; access to good education; an ability to access and 

use green spaces; our relationship with the environment and so on. More recently, there has been an 

increased recognition of the importance of these factors for both individual and community well-being. In a 

bid to distance itself from the traditional connotations of well-being and its links to health and welfare, there 

has been considerable work carried out to look into notions of community-spirit, kindness and wellness and 

the factors around this that can influence it. In a recent report commissioned by The Carnegie UK Trust, Julia 

Unwin affirms a growing recognition of the importance of kindness and relationships for societal well-being1. 

 

1.2 The Community Well-Being and Resilience Project - PLANED 

 

As part of the publication of the Well Being of Future Generations Act (Wales) 2015, the Public Services 

Board (PSB) produced a Well-Being Plan for Pembrokeshire which reflected the requirements and 

expectations set out in this act. The cross-cutting themes identified through the course of the project of the 

plan demonstrated that the PSB is committed to a change in challenging existing culture and behaviours in 

order to order differently and develop a new approach to delivering services and sharing resources. 

 

 The project is a two-year pilot, funded by the Arwain Sir Benfro LEADER programme. It will explore how 
town and community councils can build community well-being and resilience, by engaging their communities 
to develop local well-being assessments, plans and project activities. These will feed into and inform the 
county-wide Well-Being Assessment and Plan undertaken by the Public Services Board (PSB), as required by 
the Well-Being of Future Generations Act (2015). It will also look at how Community and Town Councils can 
support the delivery of the Pembrokeshire Well-Being Plan. 

The project will – 

 Support up to 12 local councils to develop well-being assessments and plans at a community level 
(helping people think about well-being and resilience in their communities and the part they can play in 
it) 

 Develop and utilise new engagement and well-being assessment tools and produce a toolkit 
 Encourage and support innovative well-being and community resilience project activities 
 Evaluate the learning for sharing with the PSB and others in Pembrokeshire and beyond 

1.3 Invitation from Hook Community Council 

 

Hook Community Council approached PLANED in July 2018 and registered an expression of interest in having 

a Community Well-Being and Resilience consultation and plan. Between August – November 2018, PLANED 

worked closely with the community in Hook and carried out extensive community visioning and consultation 

before producing a final well-being plan with recommendations on how the Community Council can work 

with the community to both improve and sustain well-being and resilience for the future. This report 

constitutes the findings of this work. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Julia Unwin (2018), Kindness, emotions and human relationships; the blind spot in public policy. Available at : 
https://www.carnegieuktrust.org.uk/publications/kindness-emotions-and-human-relationships-the-blind-spot-in-public-policy/ 
[accessed October 2018). 

https://www.carnegieuktrust.org.uk/publications/kindness-emotions-and-human-relationships-the-blind-spot-in-public-policy/


 

Process 

 Community Mapping and Exploration 

 Community Engagement and identification of community champions  

 Hook CP School – Pupil visioning and consultation 

 Visioning One 

 Visioning Two 

 Final Report 

  



Hook – The Black Diamond Village 

The village of Hook stand on a sharp ben of the River Cleddau as it meanders its way via the Milford Haven 

Waterway to the Atlantic Ocean. The village had a worldwide reputation as the place from there ‘Black Diamonds’ 

could be obtained. The name ‘black diamonds’ was the name given to the top quality anthracite exported to all over 

the world. At its peak success, 42,000 tons of coal was mined at Hook and the colliery employed 250 colliers. When it 

was a trading Quay, Hook welcomed ships from locations such as France, Spain, Singapore, St Helena, Belgium and 

Portugal. 

It is clear that the residents of Hook have Well-Being and Resilience high on the community agenda. Community 

Spirit is strong and vibrant with many community groups and activities taking place through the course of a typical 

week. The Sports Association Hall is well used and there is a vast array of activities such as Tai Chi, Luncheon Clubs, 

Historical Society, Nordic Walking, and Art Classes. 

Well-Being postcards 

Through the course of our visioning and involvement with Hook, postcards were circulated in the community and 

residents were encouraged to fill them in.  

COMMUNITY KINDNESS 

Q – What does “community spirit” mean to you? 

A 1. Happy and helpful attitude to everyone 

 2. People working together and looking out for each other 

3. Interaction and communication from cradle to the grave. Neighbourliness – interest in people and their 

situations 

Q – What would make where you live a kind (or kinder) community? 

A 1. Friendliness. Forgetfulness of the past hurts. Collaboration 

2. Making more friends in the village and knowing more of my neighbours. Them “looking out” for these 

friends and neighbours 

3. Allowing everyone to have a voice and not just money 

 

COMMUNITY WELL-BEING 

Q – What is important to you when thinking about your quality of life? 

A 1. Friendly with people and a sense of belonging 

2. Security for children and the elderly. Places for children to play and young people to gather. Healthy 

activities to promote healthy, long life. 

  3. Time with family. Safe environment to raise children, walk dogs etc. 

Q – What one thing would you change or add to your community to improve your quality of life? 

A 1. Welcome spaces 

 

COMMUNITY SPIRIT 

Q – How can we build community spirit in this community? 

A 1. More family activities / better seating on dog walks 



2. More things going on, on weekends. Volunteers to door knock to ensure people know about things going 

on. Leaflet about Hook and events etc and what’s on when someone moves into the village. Some sort of 

simple get together 3 monthly. There’s too long a gap between the Hookfest and things going on.  

Q – What get sin the way of positive community spirit where you live? 

A 1. Village geography – Long roads a long way apart. It’s difficult to find a central geographic point and this 

almost creates separate areas within the village. 

2. Young families and new arrivals tend to be very busy and it’s difficult to attend day events. People have 

different lifestyles now 

3. People have very busy working lives and therefore most clubs are held for retired people during the day. 

Working parents would appreciate a babysitting service so that they could attend evening clubs.  

  



Youth Voices Matter 

#justsaying 

 

HOOK CP SCHOOL 

 
 

It was essential to involve the children of Hook in any discussions around Community Well-Being and Resilience and 

planning for the future of the community. PLANED approached Hook primary school in the summer and arranged to 

start school visioning at the start of the new academic year. The activities were designed with the PROSPER 

framework for education in mind and concentrated on well-being and resilience and its link to happiness, community 

spirit and their hopes for the future. The activities were underpinned with the PSB’s key priorities in mind and, to an 

extent, the activities and games were controlled to an extent. They focused on the following broad priorities from 

the PSJ Well-Being Plan: 

 How we are (Living & Working and Resourceful Communities) 

 Where we live (Tackling Rurality and Protecting our Environment 

Here follows a summary of the work achieved and the findings of the school consultation. 

  



The Visioning 

The activities that have been planned have been designed to fit with the PSB’s key priorities of  

 Who we are [Living & Working and Resourceful Communities] 

 Where we live [Tackling Rurality and Protecting our Environment]  

Through using activities, games and open-ended questioning, PLANED have been able to obtain 

lots of rich, qualitative information about 

 Where the children live 

 Their shared and individual experience of their inhabited spaces and places 

 What they like about where they live (and what would they change) 

 Community Well-Being and Resilience 

 What Well-Being means to them 

 What would their ideal community look like in the future and the significance of what 

they’ve chosen and why 

 

Working in-line with the PROSPER framework for positive education, we have been mindful to 

keep the sessions fun, engaging, inspiring and positive. Focussing on concepts of ‘happy 

thoughts’, ‘happiness’, ‘kindness’ and ‘caring’, the work with the schools will pro-actively adopt 

this positive research method while also welcoming any negative or unhappy observations that 

the children wish to make.  

 

 

 

 

ACTIVITY 1 – Youth Voices Matter 

As an ice-breaker, the following questions are asked and we facilitate a guided conversation with 

the group 

1. How important is it to listen to young people and why? 

2. Do you feel you have a say in your community? 

3. How involved do you feel in your local community? 

4. How could your community listen to you more? 

5. How would you like your voices to be heard? 

ACTIVITY 2 – Building your ideal community! 

Each table is provided with a ‘blank canvas’ onto which they can build their ideal community. They 

are given key words and pictures as well as markers to draw on anything that isn’t included in the 

pack.  



Each group then feeds back to us what they’ve chosen and why, with PLANED facilitating a 

conversation around their choices and why they feel they are important 

ACTIVITY 3 - #justsaying 

This is an activity that worked particularly well in Hook but would vary depending on the academic 

ability of then children. The children were asked what do the words ‘kindness’, ‘caring’ and 

‘community spirit’ mean to them. They were then asked how could their community demonstrate 

kindness and community spirit and what this meant for each child.  



 

 

ACTIVITY 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It’s really important 

because we are the 

next generation 

It’s not all about the grown-
ups. They’re really 

important because they’re 
bigger than us but we should 

have a say as well 

We’ve got some 
really good ideas to 

share so it’s very 
important to hear 
what we’ve got to 

say! 

One day our 
generation will be 

the older generation 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Why do the grown-

ups think they 

can’t talk to us? 

Talk […] we’d 

listen but you have 

to listen to us too! 

Let’s celebrate what we 

CAN do and what we 

have done. This will 

help make a happy 

community 



ACTIVITY 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Build a footpath 
between Llangwm and 
Hook. We’ve got friends 
that we like to play with 
in Llangwm and have to 
walk on the road to get 
there. It’s really 
dangerous – especially 
when it’s getting dark!” 



Agriculture and Farming   

 

Child 1 “Oh my goodness, Farming is so important!” 

Matt  “How do you mean?” 

Child 1 “Well, we’re kind of stuffed without it. We need places 

where we can grow food and have animals. We need it for 

things like eggs and milk and beef burgers…oh and 

bacon! Without anywhere for the animals to live, we won’t 

be able to get food and then we’re in trouble!” 

Child 2 “Yeah, and there’s so much greenery in Hook. We should 

say to everyone: ‘Everyone, come and run farms in Hook. 

We could be THE farm place to be!’ 

Child 1 “And it’ll help jobs as well, and that’s important too.” 

Matt  “How would it help jobs?” 

Child 2 “Well, the farms could sell the eggs and meat and things 

to the shop and the shop could sell it to us!”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

I’ve drawn a heart around our 

school because it’s the heart of 

our community. Our mums and 

dads and grandparents come to 

the school to help us. More people 

should come and see what we do, 

then they’ll understand us more 

They [the older population] need to work 
with us more so that they understand our 
needs […] Some see us as child monsters 
and see loud, shouty [sic] kids. But we’re 

just being kids – it shows we’re happy and 
if they spent time with us, they’d 
understand what makes us tick 



ACTIVITY 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key priorities –  

 Including Everyone 

 Having Community Events  

 Achieve things together  

 Say ‘hello’ to everyone  

 Make adults understand you better 

 Talk to older people 

 Everyone is willing to work together 

 Good spirits 

 Working in harmony 

 Sharing lifts [transport] 

 Bike racks 

  



Conclusion and Findings  

In an edited book, Where the river bends: an illustrated history of Hook, the school features prominently as both the 

central point of the village and the heart of the community. Since its opening in March, 1914 it has demonstrated 

time and time again its commitment to community well-being and resilience and positing community happiness at 

its core. From rallying around through the war years, to gathering blackberries from a school garden that the 

children had grown and sent to the Education Department at Haverfordwest. 

Hook CP School 2018 –  

It is clear that well-being and resilience remain at the core of the school in Hook. The Head Teacher, Louise John, 

inspires, motives and empowers the children to think for themselves, know their rights and voice their opinion. Hook 

CP School has already begun an implantation phase of the new curriculum that will be mandatory from 2022 and the 

children are all aware of how their time in school both feeds into the bigger picture of instruction while also 

contributing to their psychological, social, physical and emotional well-being.  

While it was clear from the start that the children had a clear understanding and grasp of the terms Well-Being and 

Resilience, the exercises and results were rich and diverse and will feed well into PLANED’s final reports that will be 

sent to the PSB. The main findings of the exercises are as follows – 

How important is it to listen to young people (and why?) 

 Really important because we are the next generation 

 We’ve got some really good ideas  

 It’s not all about the grown-ups. They’re really important because they’re bigger than us but we should have a 

say as well 

 I sometimes feel that people don’t want to listen to us 

 It’s important to listen to us because we might have some good ideas 

How involved do you feel in your local community? 

 Quite involved 

 Out school involves us quite a bit with the community and people come in from outside and visit us 

 I think we could do more together 

 We feel part of a community in school, but at the end of the day and when we go home, I’m not sure that I 

feel we’re part of another community 

How could your community listen to you more? 

 Community assemblies where the community comes to the school and we all celebrate together and tell each 

other what’s going on. This would then help the grown-ups to understand what we are good at 

  It would be good if we all got together and did things together. We’re not just school children. We have 

friends and family and do stuff apart from being in school and then we’ll all be able to learn from each other. 

 It’s important to spend time together. Spending time together will bring us all together 

 I think it would be a good idea to have a group of us together that goes along to meetings in the community 

so that we can let them know what we think and what we would like to happen 

Do you feel you have a say in what happens in your community? 

 Yes and No. In school, I think we do because the teachers listen to us and respect that we have something to 

say. Outside of school, I’m not so sure that this is the case 

 I think adults think that they think they know us and what we’d like but sometimes they actually don’t. They 

probably do things that they think we want without asking us what we want, if you get me? 

 I think we do but I don’t know who to tell it to. We tell our teachers and they’re great at listening to us and 

doing things to help us but I wouldn’t know who to talk to outside of school 

How would you like your voices to be heard? 



 Social media (quotes snapchat and Facebook) 

 Come into the school and talk to us and then put a children’s update on the website 

 Tweet about what’s going on but make it relevant to us too  

The children were extremely positive and open about the questions asked above and were incredibly insightful in the 

justifications for their answers. The ability in the class to quantify and justify why they felt the way they did was 

extremely heart-warming. It is clear from the discussions that the children are keen for their voices to be heard and, 

for the most part, (with the exception of one pupil who has a mum sitting on the community council) didn’t really 

know who they could turn to for any issues that they wished to express that involved the community as opposed to 

the school. The children feel extremely happy, supported and encouraged in school and for all of them, school is a 

happy, safe and innovative environment where they are encouraged to explore and learn. There were two over-riding 

themes that came out of the focus group questions –  

1. Young people are not listened to outside of school 

2. The children are not appropriately understood by the grown-ups  

This is a recurrent theme that is referred to time and time again through the course of the activities. The 

children are very solution-driven and have suggested that more community engagement activities would 

provide them with the opportunity to get to known the older population and that in so doing, they would be 

understood by them more.  

Activity 2 –  

The children spent 20 minutes using the pictures and words provided by PLANED as well as marker pens and colours 

for blue sky thinking. They were asked to create their own ideal community. More specifically, we looked at what 

Hook would look like in the future and more importantly what they would like it to look like and why. 

See Appendices for pictures 

Following on from creating their ideal communities, we had a feedback session where we spoke about their choices 

and why they thought they were important. Key priorities for the children were –  

 Agriculture and Farming  

 Education 

 Access to good quality health care 

 Green spaces and the environment 

 Good public services  

 Vibrant community with positive community spirit. 

 

 Education –  

The children feel extremely happy, supported and encouraged in school and for all of them, school is a happy, safe 

and innovative environment where they are encouraged to explore and learn. In the community design session all 

of them identified the school was a very important part of their well-being and happiness and was integral to the 

sustainability of the future. One child drew a heart around the school on her sheet (see Appendix) and said  

“I’ve drawn a heart around the school because it’s the heart of the community. Our mums and dads and 

grandparents come to the school. More people should come and see what we do, then they’ll understand” 

 Green spaces the environment – Conservation and Improvement  

This was a theme that was extremely important in the focus group sessions for the children. The children 

recognise the importance of the environment and the ability to access green spaces. All groups of children used 

the images of the trees, play parks and green spaces and were passionate about discussing it in the feedback 

sessions. Reasons for such were varied. Some children recognised how important trees are for the environment 

(“We need trees to get rid of pollution and Carbon Dioxide in the air. The more trees we have, the more oxygen 

will be generated and the better we will feel”) and for wildlife. 



For almost all of the children, the idea of being outside and experiencing wildlife and “the great outdoors” was 

important (and indeed central) to their well-being. They cited on several occasions how intrinsic the outdoors was 

to them. From playing outside with their friends, to walking their dogs (and cats!) outside and intergenerational 

collaboration with the older population, the environment and being outdoors was very much the focal point for 

these activities. The children were visibly excited talking about outdoors spaces and recognising the importance of 

this continuing into the future.  

This was reiterated in the postcard exercise that was written as an extension activity. Several of the children, 

when writing back to the present-day Hook, wrote about climate change, the importance of preserving green 

spaces, and the joy that had from being outdoors (see Appendix for example). 

 Good transport links / Employment  

The children at Hook primary school were very insightful as to the need for good transport links and why this is 

important for many factors such as getting out and about for socialising, food shopping, jobs etc. The children 

have a really good understanding and grasp of the fact that Hook is a rural community but they also have an 

excellent awareness of their geographic location within the county. There was also an awareness of the need for 

them to access jobs further afield: 

“Hook is really lovely but pretty remote. We need to be able to get places like down into town for work if you’re a 

grown up. The buses aren’t that regular here so it’s a good idea to have a car so that you can get to and from work 

– especially if you work nights” 

This observation allowed the children to touch briefly on the need for good links to public transport for leisure and 

employment. They said about how more buses would enable more people to travel further afield for work. 

Tourism – There was a suggestion from the children about using some of the green space for a campsite. The child 

that suggested this was very passionate about Hook and how much he enjoyed living there and said that everyone 

should be able to come to Hook and “see how amazing it is here”. More thought-provoking than this though, this 

child had clearly thought through the benefit of this, 

“The thing is, there’s lot of lovely fields and countryside that surrounds Hook that isn’t really getting used. So why 

not turn it into a campsite? That way, it would attract people into the area, and encourage them to spend money 

and it would also mean that people would be offered more jobs here”  

 AFFORDABLE HOUSING – 

Affordable Housing was another common thread running through all of the groups’ activities and an issue that 

many children agreed was important to think about now because “it’s going to affect us [the children] in the 

future when we’re bigger”. There was a clear understanding of the importance of the need for affordable housing 

and the concern about being able to afford homes in the future. 

BEING LISTENED TO AND UNDERSTOOD –  

Not being listened to and subsequently not being understood was a common theme running through all of the 

conversations had with the children. Notions of lack of understanding about them and what they stand for was 

strong. Through the course of all the conversations had, it came up time and time again and was something that 

the children felt very passionate about. Every thematic discussion touched upon it and it appeared to be 

something quite relevant and possibly as the impetus for a lot of what they feel / how they feel they are being 

listened to (or not as the case may be). That said, there was great appetite for community collaboration and the 

children were keen to work with the community outside of the school. 

“They [older generation] need to work with us so that understand our needs. Some see us as ‘child monsters’ and 

see loud, shouty [sic] kids. But we’re just being kids – it shows we’re happy and if they spent time with us, they’d 

understand what makes us tick” 

“More people should come and see what we do [in school], then they’ll understand us better” 

“Let’s get together and talk”  



“Why do grown-ups think they can’t come and talk to us? Talk – we’d listen but you have to listen to us too.” 

 

Recommendations –  

 Student Voice on the Community Council 

 Community Councillors to visit the school when there are special assemblies 

 Engage with a younger audience in more details (there was recommendation to create snapchat and twitter 

accounts as well as the Facebook page) that the young people will engage with more. Potential to ask a school 

member to have responsibility for this. 

 Set up a skills share programme 

 Community Council to ensure greater intergenerational involvement / engagement in the future. 

  



Outcomes of the Visioning process 

Visioning was held on 10th and 24th October 2018. Reports have previously been written for these visioning events. 

Postcards were also distributed and filled in by the community that allowed us to ascertain what Community well-

being and Resilience means to the community of Hook. 

 

Main findings –  

 Lots of community activities going on 

 Lots of skills possessed by the community that could be used to support and drive project initiatives 

 The River is very important to the community and access to it would greatly improve community well-being. 

 

Community projects that the residents want to work on –  

These are explained fully in the Visioning II report but the most important projects that the community would like to 

take forward are –  

1. Walking and Cycle Paths – open up paths to Milford Haven and Haverfordwest 

2. Children’s play area – update the park for the children 

3. A Happy Village where everyone knows and supports each other 

4. River improvements – Improve access to the river and make better use of it 

5. Paths and Cycle Routes – safe routes from Hook to Llangwm and Freystrop 

6. Reduce single-use plastics 

 

 


